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In procuring the survey and doing the repairs, as the master
acted with due and reasonable care and diligence, the case falls
within the express provision of section 3 of the Harter act (2 Supp.
Rev. St. p. 81). This renders it unnecessary to determine whether.
the injury to the deck occurred solely during the hurricane immedi·
ately bef{)re the repairs, or partly from that cause and partly from the
subsequent additional strain upon the hatch beams, throug./:'. the
heavy weight of water taken aboard on the voyage to New YorK
after the repairs were made.
The libel should be dismissed but without costs.

UNITED STATES v. YOUNGER.
(District Court, D. Washington, N. D. March 6, 1899.)

SEAMEN-PENAL1'Y FOR DETAIXI1\G CLOTHING-PROCEEDING TO ENFORCE.
A criminal information ,,,ill not lie for the violation of 28 Stat. 667, c.

97, which exempts the clothing of a seaman from attachment, and pro-
vides that any person who shall detain such clothing when demanded
by the owner shall be liable to a penalty, as a penalty imposed by an act
of congress is a debt, to be recovered by a civil action. and for which, in a
state where imprisonment for debt has been abolished, imprisonment by
a federal court is prohibited by Rev. St. § 9'JO.

This is an application for a bench warrant on an information filed
by the district attorney of the United States.
Wilson R. Gay, U. S. Atty.

HANFORD, District Judge. In this case the United States attor-
ney has filed an information charging that the defendant did unlaw-
fully detain the clothing of a seaman, contrary to the statute of the
United States in such case made and provided, and has moved the
court, ore tenus, to order a bench warrant to issue for the arrest
of the defendant. The information is founded upon Stat. 667, c.
97, which provides:
"That the clothing of any seaman shall be exempt from attachment, and

that any person who shall detain such clothing when demanded by the owner
shall be liable to a penalty of not exceeding one hundred dollars."

And it is proposed to prosecute the case for the recovery of the
penalty in the manner and by the forms of procedure appropriate
in criminal cases, and the purpose of this motion for process is to
subject the defendant to imprisonment, or compel her to give bail
for her appearance While the case shall be pending. The statute,
however, does not declnre the act of the defendant to be a crime,
nor authorize procedure of a criminal nature for the purpose of re-
covering the penalty. Blackstone, after saying, in effect, that, on
the principle of an implied original contract to submit to the rules
of the comnmnity whereof we are members, a forfeiture imposed by
law or an amercement immediately creates a debt, in the eye of the
law, and such forfeiture or amercement, if unpaid, works an injury
to the party or parties intended to receive it, for which the remedy
is by an action of debt, then proceeds as follows:
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"The same reason may with equal justice be applied to all penal statutes;
that is, such acts of parliament whereby a forfeiture Is inflicted for transgress·
ing the provisions therein enacted. 'I'he party offending is here bound, by the
fundamental contract of society, to obey the direction of the legislature, and
pay the forfeiture incurred to such persons as the law requires." 3 Wend. Bl.
Comm.161.

.Mr. Justice Thompson, in the case of Stearns v. U. S., Fed. Cas.
No. 13,341, says:
"Actions for penalties are civil actions, both in form and in SUbstance, ac·

cording to 3 Bl. Comm. 158. The action is founded upon that implied contract
which every person enters into with the state, to observe its laws."

The supreme court has held that a civil action is the proper method
of proceeding to recover penalties imposed by acts of congress.
Stockwell v. U. 8., 13 Wall. 531-553; Chaffee v. U. S., 18 Wall. 516-
546. For other authorities, see 5 Ene. PI. & Prac. p. 907.
Section 990, Rev. St., provides that:
"No person shall be imprisoned for debt in any state, on process issuing from

a court of the United States, where by the laws of such state, imprisonment
for debt has been or shall be abolished."

The constitution and laws of this state have abolished imprison-
ment for debt within this state, and as the authorities, including the
decisions of the supreme court of the United States, hold that a
penalty, when incurred by the transgression of a statute, becomes
immediately a debt, therefore cases in which the government pro·
ceeds for penalties come within two positive rules, one of which pre-
scribes a civil action as the proper remedy, and the other forbids
use of the harsh method of imprisonment. For these reasons the
request of the United States attorney for a bench warrant must be
denied.

THE PRESIDENT.

(District Court, K D. California. January 23, 1809.)

No. 11,410.

1. SHIPPING-CARIlTAGE OF PASSENGEHS-CONSTRUCTION OF CONTRACT.
A vessel which contracts to carry passengers to a port, where they are

to procure boats to land themselves and their stores, is bound, on reach·
ing such port, to remain a reasonable length of time to enable the pas-
sengers to procure boats and to make their landing, and is excused
from so remaining by act of God or the public enemies.

2. SAME-FAHE FUItNISHED PASSEKGERS.
'Where the fare furnished pasRengers on a long sea voyage is such as

is usually provided, and is sufficient in quantity, and properly cooked,
and the passengers do not really suffer, they have no ground for the
recovery of damages because it is not so good as might have been fur·
nished, '01' as is provided on vessels making short voyages.

3. DAMAGES-BnEAcH OF CONTRACT OF CARRIAGE.
In an action against a vessel for damages by reason of a failure to

afford passengers an opportunity to land on reaching their port of desti·
nation, and their carriage to a distant port, the measure of recovery is
the actual damage sustained, which includes the fare paid, and, where
the passenger retl.1-,;ns to the port at which he took passage, the cost of
92F.-43
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such return, together with a reasonable $um as compensation for the loss
of time necessarily resulting from the breach of the contract.

This was a libel by Benjamin F. Gray and others against the steam-
ship President to recover damages for breach of contract to carry
libelants as passengers, and for alleged mistreatment on the voyage.
Page, McCutchen & Eells and W. H. Payson, for libelants.
Chickering, Thomas & Gregory and Andros & Frank, for claimant.

DE HAVEN, District Judge. This action is one to recover dam-
ages for the alleged breach of an agreement to transport the libelants
on the steamship President from St. Michaels, in the territory of
Alaska, to Unalaklik, in the same territory. The libel alleges that
in pursuance of their agreement for such passage the libelants went
on board the President at St. Michaels, proceeding thence on the voy-
age to Unalaklik; that, when the latter place was reached, the master
of the steamer refused to land the libelants or their stores, and,
against their protests, carried them to San Francisco. It is further
alleged that the master used towards them during the voyage to
San Francisco profane and intemperate language; that, owing to the
crowded condition of the steamer and lack of preparation for such a
voyage, the libelants were not given proper accommodation or food,
and by reason thereof "suffered great inconvenience and discomfort
on the said voyage." Each of the libelants claims damages in the
sum of $2,000. The claimant, in its answer, admits that the libelants
took passage on the President on her voyage between St. Miehaels
and Unalaklik on October 19,1897; and in this connection it is alleged
"that it was then and there further understood and agreed by and
between the master and said libelants that the service so contracted
for as aforesaid was to be limited to transporting said libelants to a
point off the beach at Unalaklik, where it would be safe for said
steamer to lie, and that said libelants agreed themselves to provide
the means for and secure a landing at said point; and the master of
said vessel did not agree to land any of said libelants, or any of
their said stores, but then and there expressly stated to them that
he would not, and it was then and there mutually agreed that he
should not, guaranty said libelants a landing at said point"; and as
a defense to the action it is alleged that on. the morning the Presiden t
left Unalaklik for San Francisco, in attempting to raise her anchor
the winch used for that purpose broke, and became useless, so as to
render it impossible to again bring the vessel to anchor; that the
weather was stormy, rendering it impossible to make the land without
imminent danger of wrecking the vessel and losing the lives of those
on board; that in its disabled condition, and in the then state of
the weather, it was impossible for the steamer to make St. Michaels,
or any other place in Alaska; "that the season of navigation in the
Behring Sea was then about to close, and that the safety of the ship
and the lives of those on board rendered it imperative to put to sea;
that the port of San Francisco was the most available port for the
safety and best interests of all concerned." The answer denied that
the master of the President used towards the libelants profane and
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intemperate language during the voyage to San Francisco, and also
contained a denial of the further allegation of the libel that he failed
to provide them with proper food and accommodation. 1'here is no
substantial conflict in the oral evidence as to the terms of the contract
between the libelants and the master of the President. The contract
was that in consideration of the sum of $15, paid by each, and labor
performed by them in assisting to discharge the cargo of the President
at St. Michaels, the libelants, with their stores, were to be carried by
that steamer from St. Michaels to Unalaklik, and upon arrival there
they were to procure, at their own expense, boats properly manned,
and assist the boats belonging to the steamer in landing themselves
and stores. In fulfillment of this agreement the libelants were taken
on board the President at St. lfichaels, the STeamer leaving there on
the morning of October 19, 1897, and arriving at a point about two
miles off the shore at Unalaklik early in the afternoon of the sameday,
where the steamer was anchored. Several of the libelants then went
on shore, and made arrangements with the natives to assist with their
skin boats in landing libelants and their property, and they also
brought with them, upon returning to the steamer on the same after-
noon, a whaleboat to be used for the same purpose. One small load
of freight was also taken ashore by a skin boat, and it then being near
dark and the tide too low for loaded boats to reach the beach, the
master of the President determined to wait until the next morning
before further attempting to discharge the freight belonging to
libelants. The whaleboat was then taken on board. and the steamer
moved further from shore, to what was deemed 'a safer place of
anchorage for the night. In raising the anchor on the following
morning, a reversing linl;:, part of the steam winch used for raising
and dropping the anchor, ,vas broken. The anchor was. however,
after some delay and difficulty, raised, and the steamer then ran to
within three or four miles of the shore, blowing her whistle from
time to time as a signal to those on the shore to come out. The in-
terval between the l1rst and the last whistle was about half an hour;
and, no boats having come from the shore, the whaleboat was launched
and anchored, and the President immediately, and without the con-
sent of libelants, steamed for the port of San Francisco, without giv-
ing them any further opportunity to land with their stores at Una-
laklik.
The question for decision is whether the refusal of the master of

the President to longer remain off Unalaklik, and the carrying of
libelants to the port of San Francisco, was a breach of the agree-
ment above stated. The libelants were entitled to a reasonable op-
portunity to land with their stores at the place of destination. The
fact that it was also provided by the agreement that they were to
procure at Unalaklik boats to assist in the landing, did not, in the
least, release the President from its obligation to layoff Unalaklik
a reasonable length of time so as to permit the landing of the libel-
ants and their stores in the manner contemplated by the contract.
The undertaking on the part of the master of the President was an
absolute one to carry the libelants to UnalakliJ;:, and to remain there
a reasonable length of time for the purpose of giving the libelants
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an opportunity to disembark with their stores, and the nonperform-
ance of such an agreement can only be excused by the "act of God"
or "public enemies." There is, of course, an implied condition in a
contract of this character that human life shall not be put in immi-
nent peril in its performance. If the condition of the wind and sea
on the morning of 20th was such that it was not possible
to land the libelants without exposing them to extreme danger, or if
it was apparent, in view of all the surrounding circumstances, that
longer to remain in the vicinity of Unalaklik would endanger the
safety of the vessel and the lives of those on board, the master of
the President was justified in not longer remaining, and the burden
of proving that there was such apparent danger is upon the claim-
ant. Upon the trial of this action the master testified, in substance,
that on the morning the President left Unalaklik, the wind was
blowing with a velocity of 25 or 30 miles an hour; that the sea was
130 rough that it would not have been possible to have landed the
libelants; that the weather was extremely cold, and ice was form-
ing around the vessel; that under these circumstances, and in view
of the fact that the winch used in operating the anchor was disabled.
the vessel could not safely remain longer off Unalaklik; that, as the
season for navigation in that latitude was about to close, and ice was
liable to form at any time, it was imperatively necessary for the Presi-
dent at once, and without any delay whatever. to steam for San Fran-
cisco. The testimony of the master is corroborated by the engineer
and the first officer of the President, and by other witnesses. On the
other hand, those of the libelants who were witnesses, and several oth-
er persons who were passengers on board the President, and who are
not parties to this action, testified that on the morning the President
left for San Francisco there was nothing to prevent the landing of the
libelants at Unalaklik; that, while the weather was cold, and a strong
breeze blowing, the sea was not much, if any, rougher than upon the
previous afternoon, when small boats passed between the steamer and
the shore without difficulty. Upon questions like those arising here,
as to whether the wind was blowing a gale or only a strong breeze,
or whether the ocean was very rough or otherwise, the testimony
of a seafaring witness is not entitled to any greater weight than that
of any other person who has reached years of discretion, and who
has observed the sea in different kinds of weather. Certainly any
person of ordinary judgment and observation who was on the Pres-
ident when she left Unalaklik, and on the day before, is compe-
tent to say whether the sea on the morning of leaving Unalaklik was
rougher than on the previous afternoon, when small boats passed
between the steamer and the shore, and such a person would be
able to form some opinion whether boats from the shore could have
succeeded in reaching the steamer and taking passengers therefrom
on the day in question. The fact, also, that a whaleboat was
launched without difficulty just as the President was leaving Una-
laklik tends verJ' strongly to show that the opinion of these witnesses
that it was possible to have landed without danger is correct; so,
also, the fact that some of the libelants requested the captain to re-
main for a few minutes longer so as to give the boats time to come
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from shore, if there was any intention upon the part of the natives
to corne out. tends strongly to show that the sea was not so rough as
to impress such libelants with a feeling that they would have in-
cqrred great personal danger in attempting to land at that time. After
giving careful consideration to the conflicting evidence, I have
reached the conclusion that it was possible for the libelants to have
landed at T7nalaklik, without danger to themselves, if reasonable op-
portunity had been given therefor. I am entirely satisfied from the
evidence that the injury to the winch was one which could have been
easily repaired, and there was nothing in the situation or circumstan-
ces surrounding the President to justify her master, under the law as
I have stated it, in leaving Unalaldik without giving libelants suffi-
cient time to ascertain whether boats were coming out to land them
and their stores. The opinion of the that the safety of the
vessel and the lives of those on board imperatively required that he
should take the action he did is not conclusive, and constitutes no de-
fense to an action for the breach of his contraet. The evidence must
be sufficient to show that such opinion was a reasonable one, in view
of all the circumstances then surrounding him.
The allegations of the libel eharging the master with improper

treatment of the libelants in the use towards them of profane and
intemperate language, and in failing to provide them with propel'
aceommodations and food during the voyage, are not, in lIly judg-
ment, sustained by the evidence. 'rhe food was SUt:h as is usuall,Y
furnished on long sea voyages, and was sufficient in quantity, and
properly eooked. It was not so good, or served so well, as on pas-
senger steamers making shorter yoyages; but this faet is not ground
for damages. To adopt the language of Lord Denman, C. J., in
Young v. Fewson, 8 Car. & P. 55:
"There is no real ground of complaint, no right of action, unless the plaintiff

has really been a sufferer; for it is not because a man do"s not get so good
a dinn"r as he migllt have had that he is therefore to have a right of action
against the captain who does not provide all that he ought. You must be
satisfied that there was a real grievance sustained by the plaintiff."

Upon the question of damages, the recovery must be limited to
the aetual loss sustained by the libelants in consequence of the
breaeh of the contract. This will include the value of their sen-
ices in assisting to discharge the President at St..Michaels, and the
amount paid by them for transportation to Gnalaklik; also a rea-
sonable sum by way of compensation for the loss of time eonsumed
on the voyage from Unalaklik to San Francisco. Such of them as
have returned to Alaska are entitled to recover, in addition, the ex-
pense of transportation from San Francisco to St. Michaels, and a
reasonable sum for the loss of time consumed on the return voyage.
There is evidence showing that some of the libelants sustained dam-
ages by reason of the loss of a portion of their stores left on the
beach at Unalaklik, and stores damaged by water on the voyage
from Unalaklik to San Prancisco. 'l'he libel makes no claim for
such damages, but the libelants will be permitted to amend the libel
in this respect, and the case will be referred to United States Com-
missioner ):lanley to report on the evidence already taken, and such
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further testimony as may be presented, the amount damages sus-
tained by the respective libelants; the report to show each item of
damage allowed. I

THE MAURICE B. GROVER.

(Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit. January 25, 1899.)

No.H.

1. COLI,ISION-STEAMER AGROUND-CARRYING SAILING LIGHTS.
Under the navigation rules on the lakes (Act Feb. 8, 1895 [28 Stat. 645]

'Rules 1, 3), a steamer should not carry sailing lig'hts when aground, and
is in fault for a collision resulting from her misleading an approaching
vessel by such lights.

2. SAME-SWNAI,S.
A passing steamer, having the right of way, is not in fault for a col-

lision because she failed to give the signal to indicate which side she
expected to take, when the other vessel was aground, and her move-
ments could not have been influenced by such signa!.!

3. SAME-ERROR OF JUDGMENT-AcT IN EXTREMIS.
One of two passing vessels cannot be held in fault for a collision merely

because of an error on the part of her master, where he acted in an
emergency, and upon a reasonable judgment, in view of the circumstances
as they were presented to him at the time.

Appeal from the District Court of the United States for the North-
ern District of New York.
Norris Morey, for appellant.
Harvey S. Goulder, for appellee.
Before WALLACE and LACOMBE, Circuit Judges.

PER CURIAM. The circumstances of the collision are sufficiently
stated in the opinion of Judge Coxe (79 Fed. 378), and we agree
substantially in his conclusions of fact. We also agree in the legal
conclusions that the Moran was in fault, and the Grover should be
exonerated from liability, though not altogether with the reasons
assigned in the opinion. The facts, briefly stated, are these: The
collision took place in St. Mary's dver, opposite the island known as
"Sailor's Encampment." The river around the island is shallow, has
a rocky bottom, has a current of two miles an hour, and is navigable
by vessels of size only in the narrow channel constructed by blasting
out the rock. The Moran, bound up the river, ran aground at the
westerly side of the channel, below what is known as the "Crib," and
lay there, with her stem projecting at right angles with the channel,
until about dusk,-a period of about two hours,-until the collision.
The channel at that point, for half a mile up the river, and running
in a northerly direction, is straight, and then deflects sharply to the
west around Sailor's Encampment, and below the crib runs southerly
a short distance, and turns again somewhat abruptly to the westward.
The Moran's stem projected so far into the channel as to very serious-
ly impede the maneuvers of vessels descending the river in making

1 As to signals of meeting vessels, see note to The New York, 30 C. C. A. 630.


